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Universal Label Security Features (1/2): 

 

Hologram: 

The shimmering effect becomes visible by changing the label viewing angle. 

 

VOID effect: 

When trying to remove the label again after application, the printed image is destroyed and the VOID 

logo exposed. 

 

UV luminescence, blue light 

If you place the label under an UV lamp with a 366 nm wavelength, the Witte logo appears over the 

entire surface. 

 

Thermochromic colour: 

Touch the label at the two printed areas with one finger (rub lightly). The fingerprint disappears, or it 

appears in blue Witte safemark font. This effect is reversible, meaning that as soon as normal room 

temperature is reached again the fingerprint appears and the Witte safemark logo disappears. 

 

RFID tag (open): 

Here you can see a recess of the label, which offers a clear view of the RFID inlay. On the back, you 

can see the entire structure of the antenna. With this technology, information can be passed on 

unseen. 

 

Visually variable colour (colour-shifting effect): 

If the viewing angle of the label is changed, a colour change will be detected. 

 

Microtext: 

On this label you see two sizes of the microtext – the exact readability is only possible with the help 

of a thread counter. The lettering is "High Security Printing". 

 

Guilloche print: 

These are very fine lines, which are not easy to counterfeit. Copies of conventional copiers distort the 

image of the guilloche pattern. 

 

Consecutive numbering: 

This is a numbering in plain text. We are able to generate numerical and alpha numerical codes 

instead. We can also take over the generation of this type of coding for you and make this addition 

available in a file.  

 

Safeident®: 

In the marked area we have imprinted the Safeident®security pigment, which can only be detected 

with a special reader. Safeident® is 100% forgery-proof due to its special DNA structure. 
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Universal Label Security Features (2/2): 

 

Sicpa Oasis: 

With a special polarizing filter, the colour of the logo can be changed. This system is often applied for 

the first check of authenticity. The space-saving filters (size of a credit card) do not require technical 

connection. 

 

Photochrome colour, sunlight: 

If you hold the label (front side) into the sunlight the colour of the lettering changes, and 

“Witte safemark” becomes clearly readable. 
 

 

 

 

Universal Label Security Feature Classification: 

 

 


